HAND TORCHES
POCKET TORCHES
Hand Torches
Hand torches have greatly improved recently. With new reliable LED
technology it is possible to incorporate powerful beams into much
smaller torches. However, LED technology isn’t simple. We have tested
torches that completely failed after relatively short periods, some LEDs
cause radio interference, others start flickering. We hope that the ones
we have listed will provide you with long-lasting and impressive service.
Sadly, there is no magic involved. More Lumens means more energy and
a shorter battery life. You will need to decide when you are most likely
to need a torch and what for. Sometimes a dull torch is better if you need
to illuminate a working drawing, script or map as it will help to preserve
your night vision. If you are on event security patrol a really powerful
beam will help. You need to decide if you will carry it on your belt or in
your pocket? Do you really need a strobe? Hopefully, you will find your
perfect torch here.

My
favourite ever
torch even has a
bike mount!

140
Lumens

MINI KEY RING TORCHES
Inova Squeeze Light Designed
for convenient, one-handed use, the LED
Squeeze Light turns on when you squeeze
Ideal for
4.2
it, off when you let go. It is the fact that
Lumens
ushers
it doesn’t flash and do all sorts of useless
fancy things that I like about this torch — squeeze, on; let go, off. Now
even better: its rugged, heavy-duty plastic body has a loop of durable
nylon cord ending in a size 0 S-Biner for even faster attachment. So
it’s even simpler for the LED Squeeze Light to be attached to key rings,
belt loops, tool belts, zipper pulls, and lanyards, making it easy for you
to shine bright white light instantly, whenever you need it. Ever tried
undoing a combination lock in the dark?
Inova			LED Colour				code						 Tradeline
price
			 High output white
LEDSQL2					
£4.13


See also the little Maglite® Solitaire below

Bike Mount for the P5 Fits
torches that are 18 – 25 mm Ø such as the
P5 above. Fixes to handlebars up to 32 mm
with a bolt and plastic nut you can tighten
with your fingers but is supplied with a
rubber strip to provide grip to smaller
diameter bars. Has rotate function to
precisely place your beam.

.

SMALL INSPECTION TORCHES
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LED Lenser® P5									 code			 list			
P5 in belt pouch							 LEDP5			 £36.63
18 mm Bike mount						 LED7799PT5 £9.12			

price
£26.85
£8.21

LED Lenser® P4BM Professional Torch A slim pen-

like torch which is ideal for engineers and technicians. Black.
4 Easy-slide speed focus
4 Blue Moon Technology [don’t ask me — but I’m sure it’s great!]
Batteries: 2 x AAA. Dims: 147 x 14.5 mm. Beam: 25 m. Battery Duration: 8.5 h. Weight: 53 g.
o Supplied with: pocket clip, wrist strap, belt pouch and batteries.
LED Lenser® P4BM LED Colour				 code			 list			 Tradeline
price
P4BM		High output white
LEDP4BM £21.96			
£17.15
Lumens

14

It’s
powerful!

Lumens

Mini Maglite® AA The classic incandescent Maglite®. Under
6 inches long with an adjustable beam plus the unique “candle mode”.
Black.
Dimensions: 146 x 25.4 mm. Beam length: 96 m. Battery life: 5 h 15 min. Weight: 108 g.
o Supplied with: 2 x AA batteries.
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The perfect
inspection
torch

LED Lenser® P5 Professional Torch I have tested at
least 50 torches from various manufacturers. You would be surprised
how many simply conk out after a good tough trial or indeed trail. Out
of all of the ones tested, this was my absolute favourite and the one I
still choose to take with me whether working on-stage or outdoors in
the hills or at sea. Amazingly, it has just been upgraded giving even
more power AND longer battery life! The battery life seems lower in
the specifications because it is now measured to a different standard
[to 30% power], it has in fact increased in duration. Black.
The reason I score this torch top marks is:
4 Convenient pocket size and light weight
4 One-handed on/off button. A really useful feature
4 One-handed push speed focus
4 Single AA battery. Keep a spare in your pocket, it is a better solution
than having both go flat in the torch
4 140 lumens giving a stunning 120 m beam!
4 Suitable for use down to -20°C
4 Gold-plated contacts
Batteries: 1 x AA. Dimensions [defocused]: 113 x 26 mm. Beam length: 120 m. Battery duration
4 h. Weight [with battery]: 80 g. Water Resistance: IPx4.
o Supplied with: wrist strap, belt pouch and batteries.

Mini Maglite® AA									 code						 Tradeline
price
Mini Maglite® AA 						 MAG0301					
£13.22

37 Maglite® Solitaire LED Using just one AAA battery, the

Lumens

Solitaire is a smaller and lighter option than the P4BM above. It is
really a key ring torch but makes a great small inspection torch too.
It also whacks out an impressive 37 lumens. The catch is the battery
life is correspondingly lower. Black.
1 x AAA. Dimensions: 81 x 12.7 mm. Beam length: 61 m. Battery duration 1 hr 30 mins. Weight: 24 g.
o Supplied with: batteries and key holder.
Maglite® Solitaire LED 							 code						 Tradeline
price
Solitaire									 MAG101LED				 £15.31
T: 020 7703 9786

See page 326 for great value batteries.

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HY
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77 Mini Maglite® AA LED The second generation Mini Maglite®

Lumens

LED Lenser® P7 Professional Torch The very latest
version upgraded version of the P7 giving 40% greater output and a
40 m longer beam! This compact torch easily slips into a jacket pocket
and can be used with a Bike Mount when its long beam really comes
in handy. In fact, the beam is as bright as many motorbikes. Features
a four-stage switch with three lighting modes plus one-handed rapid
focus system. Water resistant to IPX4.
4 Powerful beam – 300 m
4 Great battery life – up to 25 h [to 30% power] on low output
Batteries: 4 x AAA. Dimensions [defocused]: 130 x 37 mm. Beam length: 300 m. Battery
duration: 25 h [to 30% power]. Weight [with batteries]: 175 g.
o Supplied with wrist strap, and batteries.


with a multi-mode electronic switch which offers FOUR operating
modes – high power, low power, blink and SOS.
4 A powerful beam that focuses by rotating the head
4 Balanced Optics™, combining a highly refined reflector with a
quality LED, for a brilliant adjustable beam
4 Intelligent Energy Source Management (patent pending) balancing
high brightness with extended battery life
4 “Candle Mode” – unscrew flashlight head, place head down on
stable flat surface and set flashlight barrel into head
Batteries: 2 x AA. Dimensions: 168 x 25.4 mm. Beam length: 141 m. Battery life: 10 h 45 min
[31 h 30 min on low]. Weight: 118 g.
o Supplied with: 2 x AA batteries and a nylon pouch.

450
Lumens

Bike Mount for the P7 A well-built
price
£24.35

EXTREME TORCHES

25 mm bike mount that will fit torches up to
29.5 mm Ø such as the P7 and the F1
.
Improved design, now with a rubber strap
to keep your torch snugly in place. A rotate
function precisely places your beam.


code						
MAG361LED				



Maglite® AA LED Torches 						
AA LED in nylon pouch					

P7 Professional Torch and Bike Mount		 code			 list			 Tradeline
each
Torch									 LEDP7			 £54.96
£42.95
25 mm Bike Mount						 LED7799PT £9.12			
£8.21

LED Lenser® P6 Professional Torch A captivating ultra

200
Lumens

white, super bright beam and world class optics. Easy one-handed
rapid focus and robust one-handed end cap switch.
Batteries: 2 x AA. Dimensions [defocused]: 163 x 26 mm. Beam length: 120 m. Battery duration:
15 h.[to 30% power]. Weight [including batteries]: 115 g. Water Resistance: IPx4.
o Supplied with wrist strap, belt pouch and batteries.
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LED Lenser® P6 								 code			 list			 Tradeline
each
P6 in belt pouch							 LEDP6			 £41.21		
£32.19

It’s
completely
bonkers

Nite Ize® Lite Holster S-T-R-E-T-C-H A universal
holster which stretches to fit most shapes and sizes of torches. Fits
from AAA, AA, L123 to C and D cell torches. Belt clip rotates 360°, locks
in 8 positions and fit belts up to 2 3⁄8” wide. The open ended design
allows access to a torch’s tail cap switch.
Nite Ize® S-T-R-E-T-C-H							 code						
										 MAGLHS03				

LED Lenser® F1 Xtreme Torch A completely crazy 400

400
Lumens

lumen powerhouse that fits in your pocket! This is the ultimate LED
torch!
4 Uses a virtually everlasting CREE LED light chip
4 Smart Light Technology with three light functions
– power, low power, defence strobe
4 Tough HAIII anodised aluminium housing
4 IPX8 waterproof to 2.5 metres
4 Integrated anti-roll
4 360 pocket/sleeve/cap clip with two positions
4 Interchangeable front-rings – steel and tactical
4 Tactical front-ring capable of breaking glass
Batteries: 1 x CR 123 Lithium. Dimensions: 90 x 27 mm. Beam length: 100 m. Battery duration:
3.5 h. Weight: 69 g.
o Supplied with: cleaning cloth and brush, clip, interchangeable front
rings [steel and tactical] and battery.

LED Lenser® F1 									 code			 list			 Tradeline
each
The Completely Bonkers Torch		 LEDF1BM		 £58.29		 £49.95
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TORCH ACCESSORIES

T: 020 7703 9786

price
£7.46

Nylon Holster for
Mini Maglite ® AA
Very popular Maglite ®
accessory. Full flap with a
belt loop.

Maglite® Nylon Holster for AA					 code						
										 MAGAM2A051				

price
£7.33

Nite Ize® Headband
for Maglite® AA Fully
adjustable with a hook and
loop fastening to fit any head.
Made of comfortable 1” non-elastic webbing. Also takes AAA and L123
torches.
Nite Ize® Headband for Maglite® AA			 code						
					30 g					 MAG901					

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HY

price
£5.79
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